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Abstrat

The task of this master's thesis was to design a transformer test benh

while fousing on safety and usability. There are several safety risks when

working with high voltages, therefore the high demand for safety preautions.

A benh was worked upon, and attahments, suh as module frames

and banana onnetors were integrated into the benh. Further, a list of

omponents were modi�ed and installed on the new benh. A new design,

using a magneti non-ontat safety interlok swith and an easy-to-apply

iruitry, was proposed and implemented. In addition to the implementation,

a ode in LabVIEW was written in order to handle the measured data

from the tests that an be performed on a transformer. Several tests were

performed on a single-phase transformer and a three-phase transformer in

order to verify the funtion of the transformer test benh, with respet to

the design. Compliations emerged due to random additive noise. After some

work, the noise was suppressed and the results showed that the equipment

worked well with the new design.

Finally, a user's manual was written in order to guide the user through the

wire onnetions, tests and the developed software in LabVIEW.
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Abstrakt

En transformatortestbänk avsedd för laborationer inom forskning oh

utbildning har utveklats, där fokus har lagts på säkerhet oh användbarhet,

eftersom arbete med höga spänningar medför säkerhetsrisker.

En bänk modi�erades för att möjliggöra fastsättning av moduler samt

banankontakter. Vidare anska�ades elektroniska komponenter, bearbetades

oh installerades. En design med en magnetisk swith samt lättanvända

kretsar föreslogs. Dessutom skrevs en kod i LabVIEW med ett brett

användningsområde. Ett �ertal tester utfördes på en enfastransformator

oh en trefastransformator med syfte att säkerställa att komponenter-

na fungerar väl ihop med den framtagna transformatortestbänken. En

del komplikationer uppstod på grund av slumpmässigt, additivt brus.

Detta gik dok att undertryka. Det slutliga resultatet visade att kom-

ponenterna fungerade väl ihop med den framtagna transformatortestbänken.

Slutligen skrevs en användarmanual med syfte att instruera använda-

re av transformatortestbänken beträ�ande kopplingarna, testerna samt

mjukvaran som är skriven i LabVIEW.
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1 Introdution

The revolution in the tehnology behind transformers started in the 1830s,

when Mihael Faraday and Joseph Henry disovered the property of indu-

tion, independently. Faraday used an iron ring on whih he wrapped two

wires on opposite sides. He then plugged one wire into a galvanometer, and

onneted the other wire to a battery. This led to a transient urrent that

ourred due to hange in magneti �ux when the battery was onneted

and then disonneted, repeatedly [1℄.

About 50 years after the disovery of indution, the �rst transformer

was invented. Nowadays, the transformer is a part of our everyday life and

omes in various sizes and shapes.

1.1 Bakground

Working with high voltages requires extreme aution. However, this is not

ommon knowledge to everyone. Thus, a safe environment is a neessity for

the worker, to prevent him/her from getting injured.

This projet was undertaken in order to solve the safety issues when

working with high voltage equipment and sensitive eletroni omponents.

The user must be proteted from getting in diret ontat with the high

voltages, and the eletroni omponents must be proteted from overurrent

in order to prevent them from breaking.

1.2 Safety risks and omponent sensitivity

When working with eletrial equipment, preautions must be taken. If not,

it an result in serious injuries or even death. The following table shows the

probable e�ets of getting in ontat with AC and DC urrents [2℄.
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AC 60Hz (mA) DC (mA) Probable e�ets

0-1 0-4 Pereption

1-4 4-15 Surprise

4-21 15-80 Re�ex ation

21-40 80-160 Musle inhibition

40-100 160-300 Respiratory failure

Over 100 Over 300 Usually fatal

Table 1: AC/DC urrents and their e�ets

It is important to note that table 1 shows the probable e�ets. This means

that the atual e�et may be di�erent as it depends on the ondition of the

environment, the ondition of the body, and the area of the body where the

urrent �ows. However, physial ontat with eletroni equipment must be

prevented when the power is on.

The transformers, and the other eletroni omponents should be pro-

teted as well. The transformer may break due to overload if exposed to a

load that is larger than what it is designed for [3℄. The eletrial omponents

that will be used in this projet are very sensitive and expensive, and may

break easily due to overvoltages. Thus, it is important to be autious and

try not to overload the transformer, or expose the other omponents to

overvoltages.

1.3 Projet goal and objetive

This thesis projet onsists of reating a transformer test benh, with fous

on usability, safety, and tidiness. The test benh is supposed to be used in

the ETK department at KTH, by students who may or may not be familiar

with transformers and possible related equipment.

1.4 Projet outline

The projet is going to start o� with a pre-study, in order to grasp the fun-

damentals of transformers and related hardware. Next, a ouple of tests are

going to be performed on a single-phase transformer for purpose of labelling

its di�erent properties, and to determine the losses. After that, a layout of

the transformer test benh is going to be reated. One the layout is reated,

the transformer test benh is going to be onstruted and veri�ed. Several

tests are going to be performed on the transformers in order to verify the
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funtion of the transformer test benh. A software is going to be developed

in order to log the data that is aquired when performing the tests. One

the transformer test benh is veri�ed, a user manual is going to be writ-

ten. The user manual is going to instrut the user of the transformer test

benh through the hardware, the software, and the tests. The user manual

will desribe the hardware of the transformer test benh. Additionally, it will

have instrutions for the user when using the software and performing tests.

1.5 Struture

The report onsists of 8 setions. Setion 1 overs the history of the trans-

former, the aim of the projet and the outline of the projet. In setion

2, an analyti desription of the transformer is presented for a deeper un-

derstanding. Setion 3 desribes the transformer tests and alulations of

the transformer losses. In setion 4, the implementation is explained and the

layout is studied. An alternative power soure is presented in setion 5. The

software is mentioned in setion 6, followed by results and analysis in setion

7. Future work is disussed in setion 8. Finally, a user manual is presented.
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2 Theory

This setion provides information about single-phase transformers and three-

phase transformers in general. The variable autotransformer will be desribed

in setion 4.

2.1 Transformers in general

Transformers are stati eletromagneti devies. They onsist of two or

more oils where eletrial power from one oil, at a given frequeny, is

transformed to the other oil, at the same frequeny [4℄.

A transformer an inrease or derease the voltage, depending on the

oils' turns ratio. This results in a derease or an inrease of the urrent,

respetively [3℄.

The priniple of mutual indution states that if two oils are indutively

oupled, and the urrent in one oil hanges uniformly, then an eletromotive

fore (e.m.f.) will be indued in the other oil. Thus, if the seondary iruit

is a losed path, the indued e.m.f. will drive a urrent in the seondary

iruit [4℄. An alternating urrent (AC) supplies the primary winding of the

transformer, thus generating an AC magneti �ux in the ore. The magneti

�ux then generates an AC voltage in the seondary winding, and thus the

indued e.m.f. in the seondary winding drives a urrent in both windings [3℄.

The oils of a transformer an eah be wound either lokwise or ounter-

lokwise, determining the voltage polarity [3℄. Figure 1 shows the di�erent

polarities of a transformer.
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Figure 1: Transformer polarity

If both windings are wound in the same diretion, then the primary and the

seondary voltage will be in phase. However, if the windings are wound in

opposite diretions, then the primary and the seondary voltage will be out

of phase by 180

◦
.

If two transformers are onneted in parallel, the voltages and the

polarities in both the primary and the seondary windings must be equal in

both transformers in order to avoid irulating urrents in transformers.

For a series onnetion of the windings, the voltages will add up if

the polarities are the same, and subtrated if they are opposed to eah

other. Hene the polarity is of great importane when working with several

transformers.
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2.2 Types of transformers

There are several types of transformers. However, this setion only overs

the basis of single-phase transformers and three-phase transformers, where

eah of them an be either a step-up transformer or a step-down transformer.

2.2.1 Step-up & step-down transformers

The di�erene between a step-up transformer and a step-down transformer

is the turns ratio, i.e. the ratio between the number of turns in the

primary (supplied side) oil and the number of turns in the seondary

(output side) oil. The primary oil of a step-up transformer onsists of

fewer turns of wires than the seondary oil. This results in an inreased

voltage, and thus a dereased urrent. The primary oil of a step-down

transformer, however, onsists of more turns of wires than the seondary

oil, thus resulting in a dereased voltage and an inreased urrent. Fi-

gures 2 and 3 show the relation between the primary and the seondary oils. 

 

Figure 2: Step-down transformer
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Figure 3: Step-up transformer

The output voltage is determined by

Vs =
Vp

N
(1)

and

N =
n1

n2

(2)

where Vp is the voltage on the supplied side, n1 is the number of turns in the

primary oil, n2 is the number of turns in the seondary oil, and N is the

turns ratio [5℄. However, equations (1) and (2) apply only in ideal onditions.

In pratie, there is always a voltage drop. The transformers that are used

in this projet operate with a voltage drop of 2-7%, see setion 7.2.3.
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2.3 Single-phase and three-phase transformers

A single-phase transformer onsists of two or more windings that are used

to transform an input voltage to an inreased or dereased output voltage.

A three-phase transformer, however, onsists of at least six windings and

works di�erently in omparison to a single-phase transformer. The three-

phase transformer an be onstruted either by using three single-phase

transformers onneted to eah other, or by using an E-I shaped ore with

two windings (primary and seondary oil) on eah leg. The E-I ore an

be used for small transformers. The ore that is used for larger three-phase

transformers is alled a three-limb ore. Figure 4 shows an E-I shaped ore.

 

 

Figure 4: E-I shaped transformer ore

There are several ways to onnet the windings of a three-phase transformer.

The most ommon vetor groups are delta (∆), wye/star (Y), and grounded

wye/star (YN). The di�erene between the vetor groups Y and YN is that

the neutral point, denoted N in �gure 5b, is grounded in a YN, while it is

�oating in Y.

The hoie of transformer vetor group is usually based on the equip-

ment that the transformer is supposed to work with. However, this report

only overs the basis of the wye-delta on�guration (�oating or grounded

wye) and the delta-wye on�guration (grounded wye), sine these are very

ommon on�gurations.

An ungrounded primary winding, suh as the delta or �oating-wye,

may ontribute to ferroresonane (an overvoltage phenomenon). However,
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it does not supply ground fault urrent to the primary distribution system.

A grounded primary winding may provide ground fault urrent, but

ferroresonane is not as likely to our with a grounded primary winding

as it is with an ungrounded primary winding. Thus, there is a trade-o�

between ferroresonane and ground fault urrent. Further, a grounded

seondary winding an handle loads with less onern about unbalanes,

in omparison to an ungrounded seondary winding [6℄. However, there

are more advantages and disadvantages of grounded and ungrounded

onnetions than what are stated in this report.

In �gure 5 below, the delta and the wye onnetions are shown, re-

spetively [7℄.

 

 

a 

b 

N 

N 

Figure 5: a) delta onnetion b) wye onnetion
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There are several ombinations of onnetions with the wye and delta on�-

gurations. However, this thesis will only over the basis of the wye-delta (Y-

∆) and the delta-wye (∆-Y) onnetions. The following subsetions desribe

the iruit diagrams.

2.3.1 Wye-delta

In a wye-delta onnetion, the primary (supplied) side is onneted in wye,

and the seondary (output) side is onneted in delta, as shown in �gure 6.

The neutral point of the wye onnetion is either grounded or �oating.

Figure 6: Wye-delta onnetion

In a wye-delta onnetion, the primary winding, AN, and the seondary

winding, ab, are on the same leg [3℄. This results in VAN being in phase with

Vab, and IA being in phase with Iba, where:

• VAN ,VBN and VCN are the primary line-to-neutral voltages of phases

A, B and C, respetively

• Van,Vbn and Vcn are the seondary line-to-neutral voltages of phases a,

b and , respetively

• IA,IB and IC are the primary line urrents in phases A, B and C,

respetively

• Ia,Ib and Ic are the seondary line urrents in phases a, b and , re-

spetively
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• VAB,VBC and VCA are the primary line-to-line voltages between phases

A & B, B & C and C & A, respetively

• Vab,Vbc and Vca are the seondary line-to-line voltages between phases

a & b, b &  and  & a, respetively

• IAB,IBC and ICA are the primary line-to-line urrents between phases

A & B, B & C and C & A, respetively

• Iab,Ibc and Ica are the seondary line-to-line urrents between phases

a & b, b &  and  & a, respetively

2.3.2 Delta-wye

In a wye-delta onnetion, the supplied side is onneted in delta and the

output side is onneted in wye, as shown in �gure 7.

Figure 7: Delta-wye onnetion

In a delta-wye onnetion, the primary winding, AB, and the seondary

winding, an, are on the same leg, whih means that the primary line-to-line

voltage, VAB , and the seondary line-to-neutral voltage, Van, are in phase.

Furthermore, the primary line-to-line urrent, IAB, and the seondary line

urrent, Ia, are in phase.
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3 Transformer tests

Transformers need to be tested in order to measure their e�ieny, determi-

ne their losses and aquire several parameters to label them. In this projet,

a single-phase transformer and a three-phase transformer are used. The tests

that are performed on the transformers are alled open-iruit test (or no-

load test) and short-iruit test (or impedane/load test). Usually, the low-

voltage side is supplied in an open-iruit test, while the high-voltage side is

supplied in a short-iruit test. The following subsetions explain their pur-

pose, and the user manual in setion 9.3 in this report ontains instrutions

of how to make the onnetions for the tests.

3.1 Open-iruit test

The main purpose of this test is to determine the ore losses. A voltmeter,

an ammeter, and a wattmeter are onneted on the low-voltage side in order

to measure these quantities, and to measure the input voltage, VOC . Figure

8 below shows the iruit.

Figure 8: Sheme for the open-iruit test, where W is the wattmeter
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The no load loss is alulated using equation 3.

PNLL =
1

T

∫ T

0

u(t) ∗ i(t)dt (3)

T is the period size. The no-load loss onsists of hysteresis losses, eddy-

urrent (lassial eddy-urrent) losses and exess-eddy urrent losses. These

losses are desribed further in setion 3.3.1. However, the equation above is

su�ient for alulating the total no-load losses.

The no-load urrent is the amount of urrent that the transformer

onsumes at rated voltage and frequeny, regardless of whether there is a

load or not on the other side. The no-load urrent ontains information

about the transformer ondition [8℄. It is very low, about 1 perent of the

full-load urrent for a large transformer.

When performing an open-iruit test, it is possible to supply the

transformer from the high-voltage side. However, the no-load urrent may

be too small to measure. Supplying the high-voltage side is only appliable

to small transformers, and only with the spei� iruit that is desribed.

Whih side to supply depends on the voltage interval that is of interest to

the user.

3.2 Short-iruit test

The purpose of the short-iruit test is to determine the short-iruit im-

pedane of the transformer, and the opper loss, or load loss [4℄. This in-

formation is important in order to verify the ondition of the transformer

ore. In a short-iruit test, the low-voltage winding is short-iruited and a

ertain level of voltage is applied to the high-voltage side in order to get the

full-load urrent to �ow in the high-voltage side and the low-voltage side.

The three important parameters, whih are urrent, voltage and power, are

all measured on the high-voltage side [3℄. The short-iruit test is also known

as full load test [9℄. The iruit is shown in �gure 9.
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Figure 9: Sheme for the short-iruit test

The absolute value of the impedane is alulated by taking the ratio of the

voltage and urrent:

ZSC =
VSC

ISC
(7)

However, the short-iruit impedane is usually spei�ed in perent, using

the following equation:

ZSC =
zsc
100

U2
m

Sm
(8)

where

• zsc is the perentage short-iruit impedane [dimensionless℄,

• Um is the rated voltage [V℄ and

• Sm is the rated power [VA℄.

3.3 Transformer losses

The losses in a transformer are divided into two parts: ore losses and load

losses. The ore losses emerge from hysteresis and eddy-urrents in the ore,
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while the load losses are due to opper losses in the windings [10℄. The load

loss is determined from the short-iruit (SC) test, being

Load loss = PLL = I2rated ∗Rwinding (9)

where Rwinding is the winding resistane. This approah, however, an only

be used for a small transformer, where the eddy-urrents in the opper an

be negleted. For larger transformers, the load loss need to be determined by

the measurements, sine it is di�ult to derive the load losses analytially

for larger transformers.

The winding resistane is alulated using equation 10.

Rwinding =
ρCu ∗ ℓwinding

Across
(10)

ρCu is the resistivity for opper, ℓwinding is the winding length, and Across is

the ross-setional area. The winding length, ℓwinding, depends on the number

of turns. The windings that are used in this projet have 500 turns and 100

turns. Table 2 shows the winding length and the ross-setional area for the

two windings. The resulting load losses for eah winding are presented in

setion 7.2.3.

Winding: 100 turns 500 turns

Length per side: 62 mm 75 mm

Total winding length: 24.8 m 150 m

Cross-setional area: 5.6 mm2
1.12 mm2

Table 2: Winding parameters

The resistivity depends on the temperature; for instane, the resistivity at

350K is ρCu = 2.06 ∗ 10−8Ωm.

The ore loss, however, is determined from the open-iruit (OC) test. The

ore loss is more ompliated to derive than the load loss, and will thus be

derived in the following subsetion.

3.3.1 Core losses

Ferromagneti materials experiene energy losses when subjeted to magne-

ti �uxes whih vary with respet to time. This is not the ase for magneti

iruits of devies in whih there is a onstant magneti �ux. However, the
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ore of a transformer arries alternating �uxes and this gives rise to ore

losses (or iron losses). The ore losses are divided into hysteresis losses and

eddy-urrent losses, see equation 11.

Pcore = Ph + Pe (11)

3.3.1.1 Hysteresis loss

The B-H harateristi follows di�erent paths when inreasing and dereasing

the values of the magneti �eld strength, H, as shown in �gure 10. This

results in hysteresis loss. Carrying H from +Hmax to −Hmax and then bak

to +Hmax forms a hysteresis loop, as shown in �gure 10a [10℄.

Figure 10: Hysteresis loop
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Consider a unit volume of ore material. Inreasing H in �gure 10b from zero

to Hmax result in an absorbed energy equal to

W1 =

∫ Bmax

−Br

H dB (12)

The energy is represented by the area 1-2-4 in �g 10b. Dereasing H bak to

zero, as shown in �gure 10, will release energy W2 represented by the area

2-3-4.

W2 =

∫ Br

Bmax

H dB (13)

Dereasing H further, to −Hmax, following the path 3-5, one aquires an

absorbed energy by the ore represented by the area 3-5-6, and

W3 =

∫ Br

−Bmax

H dB (14)

Sine H and dB are both in the third quadrant and thus negative, positive

energy is aquired. When H is inreased bak to zero, the ore gives up an

amount of energy W4 represented by the area 5-6-1.

W4 =

∫

−Bmax

−Br

H dB (15)

In equation 15, H is negative and dB is positive, thus the absorbed energy is

negative, meaning that the ore gives up energy. The sum of these four values

represents the total energy and equals the area of the hysteresis loop in �gure

10a. Thus, the energy loss for a ore, during one yle, with a volume, Vol,

and a uniform �ux density, B, is

Wh = V ol

∮

H dB (16)

where the line integral represents the area of the hysteresis loop.

The hysteresis loss, in a volume, Vol, in whih the �ux density is uni-

form and varies ylially at a frequeny of f Hz, is expressed empirially

as

Ph = η ∗ V ol ∗ f ∗Bn
max (17)

where η and n are both determined by the nature of the material [11℄. Equa-

tion 17 is not valid for unsymmetrial loops.
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3.3.1.2 Eddy-urrent loss

Eddy-urrents are eletri urrents that are indued in a lamination of a on-

duting material, when the material is subjeted to an alternating magneti

�eld [12℄. Figure 11 shows a piee of lamination where the thikness, height

and width are τ , h and w, respetively. B is the �ux density and is onsidered

to be uniform throughout the entire lamination. Considering that the �ux

varies over time, an e.m.f. is indued in the path 1-2-3-4 (see �gure 11) by

the �ux linking this path, and the indued e.m.f. beomes

e =
dφ

dt
= A ∗ dB

dt
= 2hx

dB

dt
(18)

where A is the area of the entire path. The approximation A=hx is due to

τ being small in omparison to h.

Figure 11: Lamination
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In most ases involving transformers, the �ux density with respet to time

varies sinusoidally [10℄. Let

B = Bm ∗ sinωt (19)

where ω=2πf, f being the frequeny in hertz. The voltage indued in the

path beomes

e = ABm
d

dt
sinωt (20)

This produes eddy-urrents in the path. Sine the resistane of the path

is relatively high, the eddy urrent is nearly in phase with the voltage. The

resistane is

R =
ρL

A
=

2hρ

wdx
(21)

where L=2h is the length of the urrent path, and A=w dx is the ross-

setional area of the urrent path. The length, L, is approximated to 2h

beause of the thikness τ being small.

Dividing equation 20 by equation 21, the urrent in the di�erential

path is obtained as

di =
ωBmwxcosωtdx

ρ
(22)

The instantaneous power onverted into heat is

dpce = e di =
ω2B2

mhwx2cos2ωtdx

ρ
(23)

where the index e stands for lassial eddy-urrents. The instantaneous loss

in the lamination beomes

pce = (
ω2B2

mhwcos2ωt

ρ
)

∫ x= τ

2

x=−τ

2

x2 dx = (
ω2B2

mhwcos2ωt

ρ
) ∗ τ3

12
=

ω2B2
mhwτ3cos2ωt

12ρ
= {hwτ = V ol} =

V ol ∗ ω2B2
mτ2cos2ωt

12ρ
(24)

Equation 24 expresses the instantaneous power. However, the quantity of

interest is the average power, whih is
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Pce = (
1

π
)

∫ ωt=π

ωt=0

pcedωt = (
V ol ∗ ω2B2

mτ2

12ρπ
)

∫ ωt=π

ωt=0

cos2ωt dt =

(
V ol ∗ ω2B2

mτ2

12ρπ
)〈(1

2
)

∫ ωt=π

ωt=0

(1− cos2ωt)dωt〉 = (
V ol ∗ ω2B2

mτ2

12ρπ
) ∗ π

2
=

V ol ∗ π2f2B2
mτ2

6ρ
(25)

A transformer ore onsist of thin sheets in order to derease the eddy-

urrents, and thus derease the loss.

The hysteresis losses and the (lassial) eddy-urrent losses do not a-

ount for all the eletromagneti losses in a ferromagneti material [13℄.

Besides the lassial eddy-urrent losses desribed above, there are other

dynami losses alled exess eddy-urrent losses. The exess eddy-urrent

losses our due to imperfetions in the ore. The total eddy-urrent loss is

given by

Pe = Pce + Pee (26)

where

Pee = V ol ∗ 8
√

GτwH0

ρ
B3/2

m f3/2
(27)

with G=0.1356 and H0 [A/m℄ being a magneti �eld whih represents the

distribution of the internal potential that is experiened by the domain walls

[14℄ [15℄.

3.3.2 E�ieny of transformers

The power e�ieny of a transformer is determined by

Efficiency =
Output

Input
=

Input− Losses

Input
= 1− Losses

Input
(28)

Aording to National Eletrial Manufaturing Assoiation (NEMA) the

e�ieny of a dry type, low-voltage transformer lies between 97%-98.8% [16℄.

Larger transformers are usually more e�ient than smaller transformers,

with an e�ieny up to 99.75% [17℄.
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4 Implementation

The transformer test benh, whih was used before this thesis projet, had

a lot of �aws; the ables were entangled, the devies and omponents were

hard to reah and the environment was not safe for a user who might not

be familiar with transformers. Overall, it was messy. The �gures 12 and 13

below shows the transformer test benh before the new design.

 

 

Figure 12: Previous transformer test benh

 

 

Figure 13: Variable autotransformer
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The variable autotransformer in �gure 13 is onneted to the single-phase

transformer and the three-phase transformer via a breadboard. The single-

phase transformer and the three-phase transformer are further onneted

to a voltage divider (blak box), whih is in turn onneted to a data

aquisition (DAQ) ard. The DAQ ard is a module used to aquire data

through measurements, whih is explained further on page 30.

Sine the transformer test benh is supposed to be used by students,

who may or may not be pro�ient engineers in the area of eletromagnetis,

the safety for the users is priority number one. This was, however, not the

ase in the previous state of the transformer test benh.

For the new transformer test benh design, a benh with the dimen-

sions seen in �gure 14 below was purhased and modi�ed. The plan is to

ut out two retangular pokets, 26m x 5m, one at the left side and one

at the right side of the benh. The purpose of this is to attah a frame of 12

modules, one frame for eah poket. Eah module will be onneted, from

underneath the benh, to one of the banana plug onnetors. The banana

plug onnetors are also attahed to the benh and an be seen as small

white irles in �gure 14. These banana plugs are used as bridges between

the transformer windings and the modules. Thus, the transformer windings

are onneted to the frame of modules underneath the benh, leaving more

free spae for the user.

Beneath eah frame of modules, there is a single module attahed to

the benh, see �gure 14. These modules are grounded.

Below the top enter frame of modules, there are four other retangu-

lar pokets, 6m x 4m. The purpose of these pokets is the plaement of

urrent probes. The urrent probes will be plaed halfway into the benh

(the width of the upper part of the probes are wider than 6m). The urrent

probes' battery wires will be onneted to the battery eliminator, and the

oaxial ables will be onneted to the iruit board, underneath the benh.

The large, white irle, above one of the blak retangles, represents a hole

whih is used for this purpose. This way, there will be a lot of free spae to

use.

The grey boxes in �gure 14 below represent the omponents that will

be plaed on the benh.
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Figure 14: Transformer test benh without omponents

A over, onsisting of a metal grid, is attahed to the top of the benh, as

shown in �gure 15. One part of a magneti swith is plaed on the bottom
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enter of the grid (arrow pointing down), while the other part, whih is

onneted to a relay, is plaed on the top enter of the benh (arrow pointing

up). The grid and the swith are used for user protetion. How the swith

works will be explained later in this setion.

Figure 15: Transformer test benh with a grid on top

The equipment that is going to be used together with the single-phase and

the three-phase transformers onsists of:

• one voltage divider,

• four urrent probes, Hameg HZ050

• one battery eliminator,

• one DAQ ard, NI-9205

• one ontroller hassi for the DAQ ard, RIO-9074

• one power supply for the ontroller,

• one iruit box,

• one variable autotransformer, and

• one relay.
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A voltage divider is a linear iruit that produes an output voltage by

reduing the input voltage, making the output voltage only a fration of

its input voltage. A urrent probe is an eletrial devie that measures the

urrent in a ondutor.

A data aquisition (DAQ) ard is a ard that aquires data by mea-

suring eletrial and physial phenomenon suh as voltage, urrent, power

and temperature [18℄. The aquired data is further sent to the omputer to

be analyzed and logged. Thus, the DAQ ard ats as the interfae between

the iruitry on the transformer test benh, and a omputer. There are three

key omponents of a DAQ ard used for measuring signals. These are signal

onditioning iruitry, analog-to-digital onverter (ADC) and omputer bus.

Signal onditioning iruitry uses tools suh as ampli�ation and at-

tenuation to make a signal suitable for the ADC. This is ruial sine a

signal from the transformer test benh ould be too noisy or too dangerous

to measure diretly, and may break the DAQ ard. Many DAQ devies have

built-in signal onditioning. If the DAQ devie does not have a built-in

signal onditioning, however, then it an be applied externally by designing

a iruit to proess the signal, or by using other devies [19℄.

The ADC hip in the DAQ ard gives a digital presentation of an analog

signal by periodially sampling the analog signal. The samples are then

transferred to a omputer through the omputer bus, and then reonstruted.

The omputer bus works as an interfae between the DAQ ard and

the omputer to transfer the measured data.

The ontroller system for the DAQ ard is alled CompatRIO. Com-

patRIO, or RIO, is a reon�gurable embedded system. It ontains

three key omponents: a proessor that runs a real-time operating system

(RTOS), a reon�gurable �eld-programmable gate array (FPGA), and

interhangeable I/O modules (DAQ ards) [20℄.

The real-time ontroller is shown in �gure 16. It ontains a proessor

that is able to exeute LabVIEW real-time appliations and o�ers servies

suh as multirate ontrol and data logging, among others.
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Figure 16: Real-time ontroller

An RTOS reliably exeutes programs for whih time is of the essene.

The di�erene between a real-time OS and a general-purpose OS (suh

as Windows) is that they are optimized for di�erent purposes. A general-

purpose OS runs many appliations simultaneously and might delay

the exeution of a user program. This delay might ause system failure

when running a measurement or a ontrol program whih needs to run

uninterrupted at a ertain rate. Thus, the general-purpose OS is not

preferred when ontinuity is of importane. A real-time OS, however,

fouses on a single program and performs the task in preise timing.

The real-time OS is optimized in suh a way that it is possible to run

multiple proesses where the user an prioritize a ertain proess over the

other proesses. Real-time OS an be set up to run reliably for years. If

the user program would stop running for some reason, then the wathdog

feature whih is inluded in the system, automatially restarts the omputer.

FPGAs are reprogrammable hips where di�erent iruitries an be

programmed [21℄ [22℄. The FPGA hassis is shown in �gure 17. Eah

module is onneted diretly to the FPGA, giving almost no ontrol lateny

for system response. The modules are diretly onneted to the FPGA,

and this makes it possible for the programs on the real-time ontroller to

aess the I/O (Input/Output) with less than 500ns time-lags between loops.
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The FPGA is often used for smaller tasks that require high-speed

and preise timing. Sine FPGAs are reprogrammable, it is possible to

hange the program whenever desired.

 

 

Figure 17: FPGA

A non-ontat safety interlok swith is a swith onsisting of two piees

that operate magnetially. Separating these two piees applies a stop signal,

thus removing the ation of the atuator from the swith. This results in

isolating the power from the mahine/devie [23℄.

An autotransformer has only one winding that links the primary side

and the seondary side together, eletrially and magnetially [24℄ [25℄ [26℄.

The winding is tapped on several points to provide several voltage ratios [24℄.

A variable autotransformer (or varia), however, uses a �xed AC supply to

produe variable voltages. The onstrution is the same for the varia as for

the autotransformer, with the di�erene that the varia does not have any

predetermined tapping points. Instead, the seondary voltage of the varia

is tapped through a arbon brush that is able to slide along the primary

winding. The arbon brush ontrols the length of the seondary winding.

Adjusting the length inreases/dereases the voltage applied. This is very

useful, sine the arbon brush allows tuning of the applied voltage by values

of approximately one volt. [26℄.
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The iruit for the variable autotransformer is shown in �gure 18.

Figure 18: Variable autotransformer

In some varias, the supply voltage is tapped at some point along the

primary winding. In these ases, it is possible to get a seondary voltage

that is even higher than the supply voltage [24℄.

The �nal design of the transformer test benh is shown in �gure 19.

There are several omponents that are plaed on the benh. The ompo-

nents are listed below.

1. RIO

2. DAQ ard

3. Power supply

4. Ciruit board

5. Battery eliminator

6. Voltage divider

7. Current probes

8. Load (not neessarily used)

9. Transformers
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The numbers on the list orresponds to the omponents' plaement on the

transformer test benh, as shown in �gure 19.
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5 Alternative power soure

By utilizing an ampli�er as a power soure instead of a varia, it would

be possible to ontrol and make adjustments to the waveform of the signal

being sent [27℄.

With the use of an analog output module, it is possible to generate

signals together with e.g. LabVIEW. With LabVIEW, it is possible to

adjust the generated output signals. Analog output modules are not able

to generate signals with high voltages or powers. This an however be

overome by onneting the analog output module to a power ampli�er,

whih ould bring e.g. a 5V generated signal up to a 100V signal, depending

on the harateristis of the power ampli�er.

An operational ampli�er is shown in �gure 20. The operational amp-

li�er is ommonly denoted as op-amp. If the op-amp is used in ertain

iruits, the voltage will be ampli�ed by a voltage gain, examples of these

iruits are provided on page 38. This implies that an input voltage V an

be inreased or dereased by a multipliative voltage gain and produe a

higher or lower output voltage. The minus and the plus sign identify the

inverting and non-inverting input, respetively. However, ampli�ers an also

be used to boost the input power, the eletri urrent or to boost frequenies

available in the input signal [28℄.

Figure 20: OP-amp

E+ is the positive power supply node and E− is the negative power supply.

They are used to bias the op-amp, whih an be done to ahieve ertain
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onditions [29℄. The ideal op-amp has an in�nite voltage gain, an in�nitely

high input resistane and an output resistane equal to zero.

The input resistane is loated between V- and V+ (see �gure 20),

and sine it is in�nitely high, there will be no urrent �owing between V-

and V+. There is a possibility to limit the magnitude of the output voltage,

whih ould be done by using the power supply nodes.

 

 

E
+

 

Vout 

V+ - V- 

E
-

 

Figure 21: Voltage input versus voltage output

Figure 21 above indiates that if there is a voltage di�erene between the

inverting and non-inverting inputs, whih is not equal to zero, the output

voltage will be fored to either the plus state or the minus state [30℄. The

steep transition from E− to E+ indiates that the voltage gain is in�nite high.

The ideal voltage gain is not always the ase, and in order to aquire

a spei� voltage gain, equation 29 an be used.

Av =
Vout

Vin
(29)

Av is the voltage gain.

To aquire a �nite voltage gain, the on�guration of the omponents

onneted to the ampli�er must be addressed; these omponents an be

seen in �gure 22 below, where R1 and R2 are resistors.

The op-amp an be used in di�erent iruits to aquire di�erent on-

ditions. Figure 22 below presents two di�erent on�gurations of how
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op-amps an be used. The on�guration in Figure 22a is an inverting

op-amp whih will produe a negative voltage gain, where the non-inverting

op-amp in �gure 22b will produe a positive voltage gain [31℄.

Figure 22: a) inverting op-amp iruit b) non-inverting op-amp iruit

In �gure 23 below, �gure a) shows the transfer harateristis for the ase of

an non-inverting op-amp iruit and �gure b) is for the ase of an inverting

op-amp iruit.

Figure 23: Transfer funtion harateristis of a non-ideal op-amp

To summarize: for an ideal op-amp, the onditions 30-32 applies.

Av = ∞ (30)

Rin = ∞ (31)
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Rout = 0 (32)

For the iruits seen in �gure 22, the sign of the voltage gain will vary

depending on the iruit in use.

Av = ±Vout

Vin
(33)

The desired output voltage an be aquired by on�guring the op-amp ir-

uit. By writing a program in LabVIEW that uses the DAQ ard to generate

a spei� signal, and with the use of an op-amp iruit, it is possible to ge-

nerate an ampli�ed voltage/urrent signal whih is fed into the transformer

and thereby replae the varia.

6 LabVIEW

LabVIEW is a graphial programming language that was used in this the-

sis projet. A ready-to-use LabVIEW ode was downloaded from National

Instruments' website, and modi�ed to better meet the needs of the trans-

former test benh. In its default state, the ode ollets data without being

designed for a spei� test. The ode was modi�ed suh that it ould handle

more hannels, and its default sampling frequeny was hanged. The user

manual in setion 9 will give detailed instrutions of how to use the ode.

7 Results

This setion presents the rated values of the transformers, and provide the

results from the various tests explained throughout the report.

7.1 Calulations

It is important to determine the urrent, voltage, and power values that

should not be exeeded. These values are the rated values of a transformer.

This subsetion presents the rated voltage, the rated urrent and the rated

power.

Preferably a transformer's �ux density, B, should be around 1.6 - 1.7

T. Setting B too high may ause overheating, and will thus damage the
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transformer. B was set to 1.7 T in order to alulate the rated power that

aompanies the �ux density value 1.7 T.

B = 1.7 T

The area of eah steel sheet that is used in this thesis is

Asheet = 0.27 ∗ 40mm2

The number of sheets that are used is 75. The angular frequeny, ω, is

ω = 2π ∗ 50 rad/s

7.1.1 Rated urrent

The generation of heat is what limits the urrent. Exeeding the rated ur-

rent will ause the transformer to overheat, and thus derease its' e�ieny

while inreasing the losses. A rule of thumb is to keep the urrent density

within 2 [A/mm2]. Thus, the rated urrent an be alulated by multiplying

2 [A/mm2] with the ross setional area of the winding, whih is 1.12 mm2

for the 500 turn winding, and 5.6 mm2
for the 100 turn winding.

Irated = 2
A

mm2
∗ 1.12mm2 = 2.24 ≈ 2 A (r.m.s.)

Irated = 2
A

mm2
∗ 5.6mm2 = 11.20 ≈ 10 A (r.m.s.)

7.1.2 Rated voltage

The rated voltage values below were aquired by setting the �ux B to 1.7

T, and is presented for the 500 turns winding and the 100 turns winding

respetively.

Urated =
B ∗ 500 ∗ Asheet ∗ ω√

2
= 152.95 ≈ 150 V (r.m.s.)

Urated =
B ∗ 100 ∗ Asheet ∗ ω√

2
= 30.59 ≈ 30 V (r.m.s.)
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7.1.3 Rated power

In order to alulate the rated power, the rated urrent was multiplied with

the rated voltage.

One phase

500turns : Srated = Urated ∗ Irated = 300 V A

100turns : Srated = Urated ∗ Irated = 300 V A

Three phase

For the three-phase transformer,the rated voltage has to be multiplied by a

fator

√
3.

500turns : Srated =
√
3 ∗ Urated ∗ Irated = 519.62 ≈ 500 V A

100turns : Srated =
√
3 ∗ Urated ∗ Irated = 519.62 ≈ 500 V A

7.2 Test results

This setion provides results from the performed tests. It also provides plots

relevant to the respetive test. A setion ontaining the alulation data and

then an analysis are provided after the plots. The sampling frequeny used in

these tests was 2.5 kHz. The alulated parameters, whih are aquired from

these tests are alulated over larger intervals, suh that multiple periods are

aounted for instead of just one, and then averaged. The larger intervals

onsists of 1000 data points. This provides better and more aurate data,

nullifying most of the noise.

7.2.1 Single-phase

The tests arried out for the single-phase transformer were an open-iruit

test and a short-iruit test. The outomes of the tests are presented in the

following setions.
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7.2.1.1 Open-iruit test

For the open-iruit tests, three di�erent voltage levels were applied. The

rated voltage is equal to 153.0 V (100%) in r.m.s. Two other voltage levels

were also applied, whih were 160.60 V (105%) and 168.20 V (110%), also

in r.m.s. The 100% ase is presented in �gure 24, whih ontains both the

voltage and the urrent. The y-axis on the left side shows the voltage values

and the y-axis on the right side shows the urrent values.
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Figure 24: Open-iruit test - 100% of rated voltage

It is possible to note, by observing �gure 24, that the behaviour of the signals

is periodi.
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The 105% ase is shown in �gure 25.
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Figure 25: Open-iruit test - 105% of rated voltage

The urrent seen in �gure 25 is almost twie as large as the urrent seen in

�gure 24.

The last level of voltage that was applied was the 110% ase, whih

an be seen in �gure 26.
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Figure 26: Open-iruit test - 110% of rated voltage
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Comparing �gure 26 with �gure 24, one is able to distinguish a large dif-

ferene in the amplitude for the urrents. The no load losses alulated are

shown in table 3.

100% of rated voltage 3.07 W

105% of rated voltage 5.91 W

110% of rated voltage 10.87 W

Table 3: No load losses

7.2.1.2 Short-iruit test

Next, the short-iruit test was applied to the single-phase transformer. Ho-

wever, the rated urrent was not applied in the short-iruit tests that were

performed in this projet.
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Figure 27: Short-iruit test - urrent and voltage

From the aquired test data, r.m.s. values of the voltage and urrent ould

be alulated, whih are shown in �gure 27 for both the voltage and urrent.
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With the rms values, the impedane was alulated.

Voltage r.m.s. 3.09 V

Current r.m.s. 0.71 A

Impedane, Z 4.36 Ω

Table 4: The aquired values from the short-iruit test

7.2.2 Three-phase

For the three-phase transformer, three di�erent tests were performed. The

tests that were performed were two open-iruit tests, where one ontained

a delta on�guration and the other ontained a wye on�guration, and a

short-iruit test that ontained a ombination of delta on�guration and a

wye on�guration. The no load losses for the delta and wye on�gurations

are expeted to be equal, sine they arise for the same reason, regardless of

the on�guration that is used.

The tests were performed by using 4-6 hannels; 3 hannels for the

urrents and 1-3 hannels for the voltage(s). The voltages and urrents are

denoted with U, V, and W. The notation de�nes whih winding (1, 2, or 3)

the voltage or the urrent was measured in.

7.2.2.1 Open-iruit - delta

The following plot ontains the urrents and voltages measured over

six hannels. Three di�erent voltages were applied in this ase as well,

however, this time, the 100%, 105% and 110% rated voltages were divided

by the square root of 3, whih was done to aquire the phase-to-ground

voltages instead of the phase-to-phase voltages. Thus, the applied voltage

levels were 88.30 V, 92.70 V and 97.10 V, respetively. The orresponding

phase-to-phase voltages are 153.0 V, 160.60 V, and 168.20 V.

Figure 28 below shows the voltages of all three windings at 110% of

rated voltage. The voltages that are shown are phase-to-ground voltages.
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Figure 28: Open-iruit delta test - voltages at 110% of rated voltage

As an be seen, all three voltages have approximately the same amplitude.

The following plots, �gures 29-31, shows the urrents for all three

windings at di�erent voltage levels. Voltage U is inluded in these plots to

show how urrent U behaves for di�erent voltage levels.
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Figure 29: Open-iruit delta test - urrents at 100% of rated voltage
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Figure 30: Open-iruit delta test - urrents at 105% of rated voltage
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Figure 31: Open-iruit delta test - urrents at 110% of rated voltage

The no load losses were alulated for eah of the voltage levels, and are

presented in table 5.
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100% of rated voltage 5.16 W

105% of rated voltage 6.77 W

110% of rated voltage 9.29 W

Table 5: No load losses

7.2.2.2 Open-iruit - wye

This setion ontains the plots and the results for the wye on�guration

for the open-iruit test performed on the three-phase transformer. The

hannel properties mentioned in the delta setion apply in this ase as

well. In the wye on�guration, the voltage is already measured from

phase-to-ground, thus there is no need to divide by the square root of 3.

Thus the di�erent levels of the rated voltages will be the same as for the

single-phase open-iruit setup. However, the orresponding phase-to-phase

voltages are 264.90 V, 278.20 V, and 291.40 V.

Figure 32 shows the voltage and urrent for all three windings at

110% of rated voltage.
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Figure 32: Open-iruit wye test - voltages and urrents at 110% of rated

voltage
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As an be seen in �gure 32, the peak values of the urrents orrespond to

the zero rossings of its orresponding voltage.

The following plots, �gures 33-34, shows how the urrents behave at

di�erent voltage levels.
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Figure 33: Open-iruit wye test - urrents at 100% of rated voltage
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Figure 34: Open-iruit wye test - urrents at 105% of rated voltage
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The no load losses from the aquired data for the di�erent voltage levels are

presented in table 6.

100% of rated voltage 5.10 W

105% of rated voltage 6.82 W

110% of rated voltage 9.73 W

Table 6: No load losses

7.2.2.3 Short-iruit - delta-wye

The delta-wye on�guration was applied to the three-phase transformer, to

perform a short-iruit test. Ideally, the voltage should be the same in all

three windings, thus we only plotted one voltage level, see �gure 35.
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Figure 35: Short-iruit delta-wye test

The aquired voltage and urrent values are presented in table 7.

Voltage U r.m.s. 4.24 V

Current U r.m.s. 3.28 A

Current V r.m.s. 3.59 A

Current W r.m.s. 3.85 A

Table 7: The aquired values from the short-iruit test
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The alulations with eah of the urrent and voltage r.m.s. values, gave

impedanes presented in table 8.

Impedane Z1 1.30 Ω

Impedane Z2 1.18 Ω

Impedane Z3 1.10 Ω

Table 8: The orresponding impedanes

7.2.3 Load loss and short-iruit impedane

The load losses are onstant, but di�er for di�erent sizes of the windings.

The sizes of the windings that was used in this thesis were 500 turns and

100 turns. Thus, the losses are

500turns : PLL = 2.242[A2] ∗ 2.06 ∗ 10−8[Ωm] ∗ 75[mm] ∗ 4 ∗ 500
1.12[mm2]

= 13.84W

100turns : PLL = 11.22[A2] ∗ 2.06 ∗ 10−8[Ωm] ∗ 62[mm] ∗ 4 ∗ 100
5.6[mm2]

= 11.44W

The load losses alulated from the measurements lies between 14-16.3 W

for the three-phase transformer. For the single-phase transformer, however,

it is as low as 2.2 W.

The short-iruit impedane perentage represents the voltage drop at

full load. This is due to the winding resistane and the indutane. This

perentage also orresponds to the terminal voltage that is required to ir-

ulate full load urrent under short-iruit onditions [32℄. The short-iruit

impedane for eah winding, in perent, is:

Single− phase

zsc =
ZSC ∗ Srated ∗ 100

U2
rated

=
4.3595 ∗ 342.6080 ∗ 100

152.952
= 6.39%
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Three− phase

zsc1 =
ZSC1 ∗ Srated ∗ 100

U2
rated

=
1.30 ∗ 593.41 ∗ 100

152.952
= 3.30%

zsc2 =
ZSC2 ∗ Srated ∗ 100

U2
rated

=
1.18 ∗ 593.41 ∗ 100

152.952
= 2.99%

zsc3 =
ZSC3 ∗ Srated ∗ 100

U2
rated

=
1.10 ∗ 593.41 ∗ 100

152.952
= 2.79%

7.3 Analysis

In general, the results aquired from the various tests are good. The data

samples were aquired with a 2.5 kHz sampling frequeny, whih proved

to be a su�iently high enough sampling frequeny to avoid aliasing, and

noise like behavior in the signals.

When applying the di�erent perentages of the rated voltage in the

various open-iruit tests, one may aquire di�erent data as it is not easy

to tune the varia to spei� voltage values. This will lead to probable

hanges in the aquired measured signals when rereating the tests. The

same priniple applies to the short-iruit tests. Ideally, the voltages and

urrents in eah winding should be equal to one another in a three-phase

short-iruit test, i.e. the voltage and urrent in winding 1 should be equal

to the orresponding voltages and urrents available in winding 2 and 3,

but that is not the ase. In the three-phase short-iruit test, only one

voltage was measured and then it was assumed that the same voltage was

applied to all of the windings, when in fat it was not. Thus, the impedanes

alulated will vary somewhat between the windings.

8 Future work

The transformer ore used in this projet is a ompound of thin steel sheets

that is put on top of eah other. This makes it easy to hange the size of the

ore. This method, however, is very time onsuming, and thus a problem.
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A solution, to quikly hange the transformer ore to the desired size, needs

to be worked on.

The LabVIEW ode used in this projet is general and an be used

for any test or measurement. However, it is not oded to do anything

spei�, other than simulating and logging data. Sine there are only a few

tests that an be performed on a transformer, the LabVIEW ode should

be further developed to meet some spei� requirements. Mathematial

operators ould be added to the main ode to make it alulate the losses.

This would save some time for the user, whose only task would be to make

sure that the iruitry and the input data is orret.

The adapter, whih was used to eliminate the use of batteries for the

urrent probes introdued noise in the aquired data signals, thus batteries

had to be used instead. However, it is preferred to use the battery eliminator.

Hene, the battery eliminator should be worked on in order to suppress the

noise. If the urrent battery eliminator is used, it may be possible to remove

the noise by adding a �lter. Alternatively, researh should be done to �nd

another way of eliminating the use of batteries.
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9 User manual

This user manual is designed to explain in detail how the onnetions for

use of the transformer test benh an be done. It introdues instrutions of

how one operates the software programmed for the test benh, in a way that

enables modi�ation and alternation in order to ahieve plausible goals.

The manual onsists of a hardware and a software part, where the hardware

setion desribes the omponents and how you onnet them. The last

setion of the user manual provides instrutions of what to do if an error

ours when running the ode.

A folder named �Trafo � Finished Code� is loated on the desktop of

the omputer. Open the folder and loate the �le named �trafo.lvproj�. This

will open the �nal produt of a ode that funtions with the transformer

benh. The following steps explains how to make use of the transformer

benh software. The modi�ed ode is now assumed to be default.

9.1 Software

1. Loate and open �Cont Aq � NSW� under real time projet explorer.

You should now be viewing a new window, see �gure 36.

If you want to use the default setup, skip step 2 and 3 and

ontinue on with step 4.
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Figure 36: Cont Aq � NSW

The default setup uses the following analog input hannels, of the data

aquisition ard, whih an be seen in the tik box to the left of the

graph in �gure 36.

2. To hange the input hannels that you wish to use, open �SAR Aq

Main� whih is loated under the �FPGA target� in the projet explo-

rer. This is where the software is oded. A window will open up, as

seen in �gure 37. The inputs that determine whih hannels to proess

an be seen within the irle. The hannels an be hanged by liking

on them.
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Figure 37: SAR Aq Main

3. Save the ode and press the run button loated on the top left in order

to ompile the FPGA ode and load it onto the FPGA target, see

�gure 38. Note; This step will not work unless the ontroller hassi is

powered on.
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Figure 38: Compilation

4. Before running this ode, if you need to hange the save loa-

tion of the log, proeed to step 5-7 and then perform step 4.

Loate and open �LogVI� whih is loated under �My Computer� in

the projet explorer in LabVIEW. A window will open up. Running

this ode will both plot the data aquired and save the data on the

omputer. This ode needs to be running simultaneously with the o-

de in step 1 in order for the program to funtion, and both of the odes

will stop running if you press the stop button.
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Figure 39: LogVI

5. You an hange the loation of where the logs will be saved. Press

CTRL+T to open up the blok diagram orresponding to �LogVI�
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Figure 40: Blok diagram for LogVI

6. Right lik on the ion of �Write to measurement �le� and selet pro-

perties.
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Figure 41: Log saving proess

7. Under the area �Filename�, see �gure 42, you an hange the save

loation and the name that the log will have.
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Figure 42: Save loation

8. The logs are saved as text �les, whih you an open with e.g. Exel

or Matlab. Figure 43 below shows an example of what a log may

look like, where the measured data is saved in an own orresponding

olumn for eah hannel. The olumn X_Value denotes the time

instane a data point was aquired.

Note that you need to hange the �lename for the logs before

running the ode, sine if you hange it after, it will apply for the next

log.
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Figure 43: Text �le ontaining data. Importing the text �le to Exel will

organize the data

The voltage divider sales the voltage down by a fator 475, and the urrent

probes sales the urrent down by a fator 10. Thus the measured voltage

needs to be multiplied by 475, and the urrent by 10.

The last setion of this manual provides instrutions on what to do if

an error ours when running the ode.
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9.2 Hardware

This setion will desribe how you onnet the omponents loated on the

transformer benh. Before proeeding to the omponents of the transformer

test benh, make sure that the relay onneted to the varia is not plugged

in, see �gure 44.

Figure 44: Relay in o�-state

Components that are desribed in this setion are: Three-phase transformer,

modules for banana ontats, urrent probes, battery eliminators, voltage

divider, data aquisition ard (NI-9205) and a ontroller hassi (NI RIO-

9074) with its orresponding omponents. You an of ourse use other models

of DAQ ards and ontroller hassis. The DAQ ard is to be plugged in into

the hassi ontroller, and the ontroller hassi needs to be powered up in

order to ommuniate with both the omputer and the DAQ.

1. Connet the power supply's outputs, seen in irle 1, in �gure 45, to

the ontroller hassi, and onnet the power supply's inputs in irle 2

to a wall soket.
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Figure 45: Power supply for ontroller

2. The wires in irle 1 in �gure 45 are to be onneted to the ontroller

hassi, seen in �gure 46. Connet the positive output to the one of

the V terminals on the ontroller. Connet the negative output to a

terminal denoted as C.

Figure 46: Controller for the DAQ ard

3. Connet an Ethernet able to one of the ports, see �gure 47. Connet

the other end of the able to the omputer.
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Figure 47: Ethernet port

4. The DAQ ard an now be plugged into the hassi ontroller.

Figure 48: a) Inputs of the DAQ ard b) output of the DAQ ard

Slide the DAQ ard, seen in �gure 48a, into the slot on the ontroller

hassi by aligning the output, seen in �gure 50b, to the input of the

ontroller hassi. The input of the ontroller hassi is seen in �gure 49.
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Figure 49: Slot for the DAQ ard

5. The next step is to wire the analog inputs of the DAQ ard. You need

to pay attention to whih wire you onnet into whih hole as you have

to log data from the spei� hannel when making measurements.

Figure 50: Wires onneted to the DAQ ard

Connet the numbered wires in �gure 50 to the orresponding numbe-

red slot in �gure 51.
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Figure 51: Inputs of the DAQ ard

AI0 is the hannel that measures the data over wire one and two, i.e.

hole one is to be used with hole two, hole three with hole four, and so

forth. The input hole 33 is to be onneted to ground.

Figure 52: Ciruit box where the wires are onneted

6. The other end of the wires in �gure 51 is onneted to a iruit box,

shown in �gure 54. The iruit box is further onneted to the voltage
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divider, as shown in �gure 53a. The voltage divider an be onneted to

the frame of modules with the use of BNC-to-banana ontats adapter,

whih is shown in �gure 53b.

Figure 53: a) Voltage divider b) Voltage divider onneted to one of the

frames of modules

In order to measure the urrent �owing through the wires in the pre-

vious step, make use of the available urrent probes. The top of the

urrent probes are seen in �gures 54 and 55. Figure 56 shows the design

of the urrent probe.

7. The use of the frame of modules depends on what you wish to measure.

To measure the urrent between the input/output of a winding, the

setup in �gure 54 applies. In order to measure the urrent between two

transformers, thread a banana ontat through a urrent probe, from

the �rst frame of modules to the seond frame of modules, as shown

in �gure 55.

Figure 54: Current probe onneted to modules
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Figure 55: Current probe onneted to modules

8. Wire number one in �gure 56 is the BNC ontat whih is onneted

to the iruit box seen in �gure 54. You operate the urrent probe

by threading a wire through the hole in the upper end of it, and by

swithing the power button to the 'ON' state. Swithing the button to

its' 'ON' state this way will only keep the urrent probe ative for a

short amount of time, if you are going to use it for a longer time, start

by pushing and holding in the round button loated at the right and

swith the power button to the 'ON' state at the same time. It will be

ative until it is turned o�.
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Figure 56: Current probe

9. Wire 2 in �gure 56 is onneted to a iruit box, whih ontains a bat-

tery eliminator shown in �gure 57. The ord of the battery eliminator,

denoted with number 2, is onneted to a 9V adapter whih needs to

be plugged in to a DC output.

The adapters were onneted to a DC output whih introdu-

ed noise in the aquired data signals. Use batteries instead

of a battery eliminator. See �Future work� in setion 8 for

further info
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Figure 57: Battery eliminator

The battery eliminator iruit ontains parallel onnetions of the ur-

rent probes, and powers all of them.

10. The next step is to onnet the transformer that will be tested. An

example for the three-phase transformer is given in this step.

Figure 58: Three-phase transformer

The wires, denoted 1 to 12 in �gure 58, have to be onneted to the

frame of modules. Thus the wires will be onneted to the banana on-

tats that are present next to the transformer. The transformer wires

should be onneted to the orresponding numbered banana ontats,

as shown in �gure 61.
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Figure 59: Wires between the transformer and the frame of modules

The wiring in �gure 59 illustrates how the banana ontats will be

onneted to the frame of modules. The lines are painted with di�erent

olours on the test benh to simplify the wire paths. The atual wiring

from the banana ontats to the frame of modules is beneath the

table.

11. The transformer test benh is now ready to be powered on. The relay

that was seen in �gure 44 will now be plugged in. Make sure the swith

button in ring number one in �gure 60 is faing the push button. Plug

in the able, as seen in ring number 3 in �gure 60.
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Figure 60: Relay

The �gures below presents the di�erent states of the relay. Figure 61a

shows the relay in its o� state. When the relay is in the seond state,

as seen in �gure 61b, a urrent is able to pass, and there is also an

output voltage of 400 V. However, the urrent that passes through an

be limited with the swith that an be seen in the lower part of the

�gures 61a-. When the swith is aligned as in �gure 61b, the urrent

that passes through is limited by a resistor inside the relay box that

lowers the urrent. When the swith is aligned as in �gure 61, the full

urrent is able to pass right through to the output. Hene, with the use

of the relay, the urrent that enters the transformer an be limited.
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Figure 61: Relay in its di�erent states

Rotate the button lokwise, see �gure 61a. Comparing a) with b) in

�gure 61, you will notie that the button is slightly elevated. Rotate

the swith button ounter-lokwise to turn on the relay ompletely,

see �gure 61.

When the experiments are done and it is time to turn the transformer

o�, push down the push button to its non elevated state, rotate the

swith button lokwise, and unplug the able.
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9.3 Test instrutions

This setion onsists of instrutions on how to onnet a transformer to

measure its urrent and voltage. It inludes instrutions for three-phase

transformers and single-phase transformers. The �rst setion explains how

to onnet a single-phase transformer and how to perform open-iruit

tests and short-iruit tests upon it. The seond setion explains the same

priniples but for the three-phase transformer. The shemati pitures

inluded are simpli�ations when viewing the transformer from the front.

Throughout this paper, the referene to the input will refer to the input

signal provided by a varia(autotransformer). Bear in mind that these illust-

rations are meant to help and simplify the onnetions, while in atuality,

the inputs to the transformers will be untouhed and you will work with the

modules present on the transformer test benh to aquire di�erent setups.

An easy way to make sure you are using the orret module is to follow the

painted guidelines available to its orresponding input/output wire at the

transformer.

Depending on where you plae your urrent probes, you will aquire

di�erent urrents. If you apply it preisely before the entrane or the exit of

the winding, you will aquire the urrents ia, ib or ic. We want the phase

urrents, whih are denoted i1, i2 and i3 in �gure 62 below.
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Figure 62: Phase urrents vs winding urrent

If you measure the winding urrents, then you an aquire the phase urrents

by using Kirhho�'s urrent law; the urrent(s) entering a node is equal to

the urrent(s) leaving the node.

i1 = ia − ib (34)

i1 = ib − ic (35)

i1 = ic − ia (36)

It is important to onvert both the voltage(s) and the urrents(s) to either

phase voltage(s)/urrent(s) or winding voltage(s)/urrent(s).

9.3.1 Single-phase transformer

The transformer illustrated onsists of two oils and a ore. Figure 63 pre-

sents a simpli�ed view of a single-phase transformer viewed in 2D in its

unonneted state. The wiring an now be done in various ombinations,

depending on the test that will be performed.
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Figure 63: Single-phase transformer

9.3.1.1 Open-iruit test

1. Connet a banana ontat able to the primary winding input (top

left orner) of the transformer. The other end of this able will be the

input whih is onneted to the varia, reeiving the signal.

2. Connet the output of the primary winding of the transformer to

ground, as shown in �gure 64.

Figure 64: Open-iruit test - grounding

3. Connet a BNC-to-banana-ontat adapter (an adapter with a BNC

ontat at one end, and two banana ontats at the other end) to

the voltage divider, as shown in �gure 65. This is where the voltage

measurements will be aquired.
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Figure 65: Voltage divider with a BNC ontat

4. Connet the BNC adapter to the transformer ables, as shown in �gure

66. Make sure that ground is onneted to the blak input, marked with

the letter b in �gure 66.

Figure 66: Open-iruit test - onnetion from BNC to transformer

5. Thread the wire, that you wish to measure the urrent in, through the
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urrent probe, see �gure 67.

Figure 67: Open-iruit test - plaement of the urrent probe

9.3.1.2 Short-iruit test

The only di�erene ompared to the open-iruit test is the addition of a

wire.

1. Connet a banana ontat between the output and input of the seon-

dary oil, as seen in �gure 68.
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Figure 68: Short-iruit test - short-iruiting the seond oil

2. To measure the voltage of the seondary oil, onnet two banana on-

tats parallel to the ontats of the oil. Connet the other ends to the

iruit box, see �gure 68.

9.3.2 Three-phase transformer

The three-phase transformer onsists of three legs, and one ore. Eah leg

ontains two windings. The size of the wire determines the winding, where

the smaller wires are onneted to the �rst windings. Figure 69 presents a

simpli�ed 2D view of the three-phase transformer in its unonneted state.
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Figure 69: Three-phase transformer

The three-phase transformer has a few more options as possible onnetions.

The delta and wye on�gurations are explained for the open-iruit tests

�rst, followed by instrutions for the short-iruit test.

9.3.2.1 Open-iruit test - Delta

To apply the delta on�guration, follow the following steps.

1. Plug the output wires from the varia into the input wire of eah

primary winding, as shown in �gure 70.

Figure 70: Open-iruit test - wiring the varia to the transformer
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2. Connet a banana ontat to the output plug of the �rst leg's primary

winding. Plug the other end of the able into the input ontat of the

third leg's primary winding, see �gure 71.

Figure 71: Open-iruit test - delta on�guration step 1

3. Connet a banana ontat to the output of the third leg's primary

winding. Connet the other end to the input of the seond leg's primary

winding. The output of the seond leg's primary winding should be

wired to the input of the �rst leg's primary winding, see �gure 72.

Figure 72: Open-iruit test - delta on�guration step 2
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4. To measure the voltage over the transformers, onnet three BNC

adapters to the voltage divider.

Any of the ontats of the voltage divider will do �ne, though

pay attention to whih hannel you will be using, so that you aquire

data from the orret hannel. The setup seen in �gure 73 uses hannel

0, hannel 2 and hannel 4 to aquire data from.

Figure 73: Voltage divider with BNC adapters

5. Connet the blak plugs, denoted with the letter b in �gure 74, to

ground. Connet banana ontats to the input of eah transformer

and plug it into the red plug (denoted r in �gure 74) of the BNC

adapter, respetively. Plae urrent probes where you wish to measure

the urrent.
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Figure 74: Open-iruit test - �nal step

9.3.2.2 Open-iruit test - Wye

1. Plug the input wires from the varia into the primary winding of eah

leg, see �gure 75.
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Figure 75: Open-iruit test

2. Connet the outputs of the primary windings together, and then on-

net them to ground, as shown in �gure 76.

Figure 76: Open-iruit test - grounding

3. As in the previous ase, to measure the voltage and the urrent, onnet

banana ontats parallel to the setion you want to measure the voltage

over, and onnet them to the voltage divider with BNC adapters.

Thread the wires, that you wish to aquire the urrent in, through a

urrent probe. See �gure 77 for illustrations of the onnetions.
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Figure 77: Open-iruit test - �nal step

9.3.2.3 Short-iruit test

A ombination of the delta on�guration and wye on�guration is explained

in this setion. However, other ombinations besides a delta-wye on�gura-

tion an be applied. It will be easier to look at the on�gurations separately

instead of one �gure with all of the wires.

1. Apply the delta on�guration to the seondary windings, as shown in

�gure 78.
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Figure 78: Short-iruit test - delta on�guration

2. Apply the wye on�guration to the primary winding of eah leg and

onnet them to ground, as seen in �gure 79.

Figure 79: Short-iruit test - grounding wye on�guration

3. Connet the the primary winding of eah leg together, see �gure 80.
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Figure 80: Short-iruit test - wye on�guration

4. The iruit is the ombination of the delta and wye on�gurations

presented in step 2 and 3. The delta-wye on�guration is illustrated in

�gure 81.

Figure 81: Short-iruit test - delta-wye on�guration
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5. Connet banana ontats parallel to the plaes where you want to

measure the voltage, and then onnet the other ends to the iruit

box. Thread the banana ontats through urrent probes to aquire

the urrents, e.g. as in �gure 82 below.

Figure 82: Short-iruit test - plaement of the urrent probes

One you are done with these steps, you are ready to perform the

short-iruit test.
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9.4 Error management

If any error ours when trying to exeute the program, follow steps below.

1. Press the �STOP� button loated in the LogVI window, see �gure 83

below.

Figure 83: Stop button in LogVI

2. Make sure that both the LogVI ode and Cont Aq � NSW ode has

stopped running; you an on�rm it by making sure that the stop

symbol at the top left orner for eah ode window is inative, as seen

in �gure 84.

Figure 84: Inative stop symbol

3. You an now run the software from start by exeuting the Cont Aq �

NSW ode and then the LogVI ode.
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